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From the President
Julie Neal

2011-2012 Iowa Reading Association President
I would like to take this time to thank everyone for their help with the Iowa Reading Conference.
Welcome Back to School and to Iowa Reading!
This time of the year is exciting! The clean smell of the school buildings, the fresh new school
supplies, the eager students anxious to see their friends (the happy parents ready to give their children
back to us), and the re-energized teachers ready for a new start. The Iowa Reading Association wants
to make a fresh new start as well.
The Iowa Reading Association has improved its website and has added lots of new and updated information. Check it out!
At the site, you can download the requirements for our new, yearlong book study of Richard Allington’s What Really Matters for
Struggling Readers: Designing Research-Based Programs. Richard Allington will also be the keynote speaker at this summer’s
Iowa Reading Association Conference on June 27th, 2012.
Is your district interested in incorporating a yearlong book study at your school? If so, check out our website and spread the
word! You must be an Iowa Reading Association member to participate. We hope this will help increase our Iowa Reading
Association membership and boost our numbers throughout the state. Hopefully, it will also revitalize the councils that need a
fresh start on the new year.
Let’s all help the Iowa Reading Association get its new start by participating in the statewide book study, by attending the
Iowa Reading Association’s Conference this summer, and by working hard to increase our membership. The Iowa Reading
Association is here to help teachers across the state become stronger teachers in the area of reading instruction. So again, check
out our website and let’s all have a great new start to the school year and Iowa Reading!

Exciting Developments in
Store for 2012 Conference
Tony Pieper

2012 Conference Chair
As you hopefully know by now, the Iowa Reading
Association will be holding its first-ever summer
conference in June 2012! The Iowa Reading
Association/ESEA Title 1 Annual Conference “Summer Vacation: Destination Literacy!”
will be held on Tuesday, June 26 and Wednesday, June 27 at the Iowa State Center:
Scheman Building in Ames. We hope you are looking forward to enjoying the
convenience of learning from nationally prominent speakers, meeting published authors,
gathering strategies from experienced instructors, earning graduate/renewal credit, and
shopping exciting exhibitors without the hassles of attending a conference during the school year.

In the tradition of past conferences, the Iowa Reading Association is continuing to bring you only the best keynote speakers
in the fields of literacy and reading. On Tuesday, June 26, Judy Brunner will begin the day. Professor Brunner is an adjunct
professor at Missouri State University in the Department of Reading, Foundations, and Technology and is a co-founder of EDUSAFE and Instructional Solutions Group. Her keynote address will focus on information culled from her book I Don’t Get ItHelping Students Remember What They Read. Also on the bill is Newbery Award-winning author Richard Peck. Mr. Peck will
present his keynote address entitled Writing Real Books in the Facebook Age. He will discuss the new obligation of authors in the
digital age and whether books can survive the tightening hold of electronic media. Rounding out the first day will be Dr. Jerry
Johns, a Distinguished Teaching Professor Emeritus at Northern Illinois University. Dr. John’s
keynote address is entitled Reclaiming Comprehension in Our Instructional Programs. He will
explore comprehension skills and strategies and will provide classroom ideas that will help
teachers strengthen their reading instruction.
On Wednesday, June 27, Dr. Judith Youngers from the Dinah Zike Academy will open
the second day of the conference. Dr. Younger’s keynote address will focus on Notebook
Foldables, 3-D graphic organizers that help students organize complicated information in any
subject area and are based on proven, research-based skills and strategies. Later that day, Dr.
Danny Brassel will speak. A Professor in the Teacher Education Department at California
State University-Dominguez Hills, Dr. Brassell’s keynote address will focus on information drawn from his latest book, A Baker’s
Dozen of Lessons Learned from the Teaching Trenches. His address will be filled with practical "tried and true" strategies and
valuable insights to help teachers maximize their effectiveness in the classroom. Closing the conference will be Dr. Richard
Allington, a professor of education at the University of Tennessee. The author of over 100
research articles and several books on reading instruction, Dr. Allington’s keynote address will
focus on his book What Really Matters for Struggling Readers: Designing Research Based
Programs.
Dr. Allington’s address will also serve as the culmination of a year-long professional
development opportunity sponsored by the Iowa Reading Association. In a continue effort to
think “outside the box,” a year-long book study of Dr. Allington’s book What Really Matters for
Struggling Readers: Designing Research Based Programs has been developed exclusively for
Iowa Reading Association members. The focus of this book study will be on exploring reading
achievement and instruction, discussing the importance of more independent reading and it’s
benefits, matching readers to appropriate reading materials, learning fluency strategies to help
struggling readers, and implement teaching strategies and lessons that will create lifelong learners. Participants of the book study
can enroll for one hour of graduate credit from Viterbo college. For more details, please visit www.iowareading.org.
As you can see, the Iowa Reading Association has been working hard to find even better ways to serve our members. We
don’t want anyone to miss out on these great opportunities. So please consider enrolling for the year-long book study, begin
making your plans to attend the state conference in June 2012, and visit our website often for all of the latest news and resources
to make this your best year ever!
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The Seventeen Second Miracle
By Jason F. Wright
Book Talk by Barb Foss
Member of Jefferson-Van Buren Reading Council

Teachers and high school students will love reading Jason Wright's latest, a fictional account of
high schooler, Rex Connor, whose gaze was diverted for just seventeen seconds and a tragic event
occurred. This life changing moment for Rex reverberates through the lives of many people including
his son Cole, for the next forty years.
This quick read is one of forgiveness, hope, love, and healing. You will see how small acts of kindness can have life
altering consequences. Since teachers are in the business of changing lives and building character, this book will remind us of
ways to do just that.

Chat with the Coordinator
Deb Mortensen
State Coordinator
At our Summer Leadership, I cited a book called 365 Thank Yous by John Kralik. This book is his
memoir. Kralik was a lawyer in Ohio. He found that his life had little meaning until he began an
adventure writing a “thank you” note a day to those that had influenced him. Shortly after reading
this book, I came upon a website called Thanks-o-meter.com By signing up (it’s free), you receive a
positive story each week. This is the story I received this week.
Field Trip to Baseball Game is a Special Memory
I am a special needs aide in the Pittsburg Public Schools. My class of six autistic children and our teacher went to the baseball
game for a field trip. We stopped for a bathroom break and I held the door open to the men’s room so I could keep an ear on
our boys. One elder gentleman asked if I had kids in there and I told him I was an aide for them and we were on a field trip. He
kept an eye on them and I heard them washing their hands.
While he was on his way out the door, he took out his wallet and handed me a $100 bill. He told me to take the kids to buy
hats and t-shirts. I was amazed and shocked. I went to our head teacher and told her. Once all the kids were out of the bathroom
we saw the generous man again. We ran up to him to thank him and try to return the money as technically we aren’t allowed to
receive it.
He ended up taking out his wallet and handing us another $200 dollars! We all started tearing up and all he said was that we are
doing great things for these kids. We didn’t get his name. We don’t know who he was.
Doesn’t that story bring tears to your eyes? Who do you need to show appreciation to? Is it your officers, who plan the program
for the year and organize meetings? Is it the members, who with their dues provide quality programming each year? Is it your
colleagues, who share with you ideas they have learned at state and international conferences? Is it your spouse or significant
other, who support you in your perseverance of literacy? Is it your students, who inspire you to be the best teacher you can be?
Is it your administrator, who provides avenues for further learning on literacy matters? Is it your community, who does notice
all you do for kids? Be sure to thank those that matter to you. It’s not that hard (as John Kralik discovered) and it can change
your outlook on so many things.
(By the way, the money that classroom received helped the kids get a new sensory room in order to help their sensory
perception which is important with autistic students.)

Open Board Positions

Thank YOU for being a member of the Iowa Reading Association and thank YOU for reading this article. May this coming

By Candance Booth
Nominations Committee Chair

This time of year many teams are working together to set and meet goals. One team you won‘t
want to overlook is the Iowa Reading Association Board. This team is made up of teachers like you
who desire to organize opportunities for teaching professionals. Each year new leaders for the Board
are recruited to replace those whose terms expire. This year the following offices are open: VicePresident, State Coordinator, Zone Director A, Zone Director E, and Zone Director F. If you
have a desire to work and play with other teaching peers from around the state, please apply.
Nomination forms can be found on the Iowa Reading website www.iowareading.org under “Forms/Grants”. Information about
the officers’ duties can also be found on the site under “About Us” in the handbook. The website also has the current officers to
contact with any questions. Clark Goltz, Executive Director, is another source of information. The current team invites you to get
your nomination form submitted by Oct. 10, 2011. This is truly a winning team with exceptional professional goals for teachers
and students.

Homegrown Iowa Authors
Deb Moyer
Teacher librarian at Lincoln and Madison Schools in Pella and member of Three
Rivers Reading Council

Maribeth Boelts
The Pella Elementary Schools, where I am teacher librarian, have been very fortunate
to have hosted many authors over the last 20 years. These authors have been funded
by the Friends of the Public Library, a local bookstore, grants from local businesses,
city and county foundations, and our local Three Rivers Reading Council. Getting an
author who will speak to your local council in the evening is an added bonus. This
year our students will pay part of an author’s fee from the recycling of their juice
pouches!
We know from experience that author visits open the world of reading and writing in a very concrete way. Authors become “real
” to students. They help students engage with texts. Readers start searching for more books to read and writers gain more
confidence. Children have many questions for authors such as, how do they come up with their ideas for plot and characters,
what is the best part of writing books, and how long does it take to write a book.
In the spring of 2011 three Marion County schools hosted author Maribeth Boelts from Cedar Falls for three days. What fun we
had! Since Maribeth has a teaching background she knew just what we needed in a presentation. She started her sessions by
giving honor to other authors and their works. This made it very clear to the students that authors read.
Maribeth adjusted each of her sessions to fit the age group. The kindergarten classes enjoyed listening to her read BEFORE
YOU WERE MINE. She explained how her own family had talked about what their dog’s life might have been like before they
rescued it from the pound. First and second graders loved her retelling of Cinderella in the form of DOGERELLA. Of course the
students got wound up thinking of other fairy tale take offs she should write! Maribeth just sent me her new book SLEEPING
BOOTSIE, which the students are sure to enjoy.
With the older students, Maribeth spent time explaining how the characters, setting, goals, problems and solutions all need to
work together to create a good story. She taught the students little jingles and actions to remember several key writing elements.
I had read the third graders her chapter book, THE PS BROTHERS before her visit. They enjoyed hearing about the real boys
who inspired the book.
I always try to get as many of an author’s works as I can to share with the students. We make plenty of predictions from the
dedication to where she got the idea for the plot and names for characters. Then during question and answer times the students
are full of questions that have sometimes totally surprised the guest. We also plan a special lunch. Sometimes this is with
students but more frequently with teachers and other librarians in the district. It is thoughtful to find out in advance if the author
has any food allergies or preferences. You want the day to be special for everyone. Since three districts were involved with
Maribeth’s visit, a retired book-loving teacher, drove her to each of the schools and helped her with arrangements. They both
enjoyed this arrangement.
Yes, it is hard to find funds for an author visit and you can do some of the same things through Skype visits. However, nothing
beats hearing a student say as they check out one of the visiting author’s books, “Oh, I remember her. She’s my friend. I like her
books!” Reading teachers, classroom teachers, and teacher librarians, what are we in the business of doing? Hopefully one big
goal is helping our students connect to print. Hosting an Iowa author can be one step in that process. Many of them have web
sites. Check out Maribeth’s at www.maribethboelts.com

News From The Executive Office
Clark Goltz
Iowa Reading Association Executive Director
Welcome back for another school year and another year as a member of the Iowa Reading Association.
As the Executive Director of the Iowa Reading Association and former school principal, it’s my
favorite time of the year. We have been working hard for you as we bring our mission to educators
across the state of Iowa. As our mission states, we are working to be an organization “concerned about reading, promoting the
study of reading and continuing to disseminate information about reading investigations and practices.”
We are pleased to bring an opportunity to you for professional development which brings our mission and purpose to each and ever
one of you. As a member of the Iowa Reading Association, you can take part in our first state-wide study group. We are one of the
first state councils in the entire United States to be able to offer a class for college credit to all of our members. We are using
Richard Allington’s book, What Really Matters for Struggling Readers: Designing Research Based Programs, as the focus of our
year-long opportunity. Members can take advantage of this book study as one of the dozens of members of your area council or as
a pair of colleagues in your individual school. The Association has developed this as a professional learning opportunity because
you are a member of Iowa Reading and we want to bring action research to you and your students. Details about the book study
can be found on our website at www.iowareading.org. Another college credit, as a follow-up to this book study, will be offered at
the Iowa Reading Association’s Conference scheduled for Ames on June 26-27, 2012. Richard Allington is a scheduled speaker for
the conference. Watch our website for additional details.
If you have read my articles in the past, you know that this is when I make apologies to an author or poet for “reinventing” a series
of poems or books. No exception this year! With apologies to Laura Numeroff and her “If you Take A Mouse To School” series, I
have paraphrased one of her books to remind you about the benefits of belonging to your local council and the Iowa Reading
Association along with the opportunities they can both provide to you. I also took the liberty of referring to the teacher as “she”.
Sorry guys!
If You Take A Teacher To School
With Apologies to Laura Numeroff
If you take a teacher to school, she’ll ask you to take out a book.
When you take out a book, she’ll want you to read and remember details for later.
While your brain is “still on summer vacation”, she’ll have you answer some questions.
When you take out your iPad to answer the questions, she sneak in some extra vocabulary words.
She might have you do a little math and spell a word or two.
And even try a science experiment, but, it all comes back to reading.
When you come up for your guided reading group, she’ll ask you to read to her.
While you are reading, she’ll make marks on a paper about the words you skipped.
It’s like she never gives up on you and expects you to read.
But after all, your brain is “still on summer vacation”.
When you finish reading, she’ll want you to read the book to a friend.
Then she’ll want you to take it home to read to your mom or dad.
When the bell rings, you’ll run out of your class to wait for the bus.
While you’re waiting, she’ll be asking you about your day.
Then she’ll quiz you on the new vocabulary words she taught you
But after all , your brain is “still on summer vacation”.
And chances are, both of you will be back at school the next day.
All because somebody took a teacher to school.

Continuation of Clark's Article...
Welcome back to school. Take advantage of the professional opportunities available through the Iowa Reading Association.
Check out our website for details. Please feel free to contact me via my email at iowareading@gmail.com or phone me at
563-380-1999. Send a note to me at: Clark Goltz, Executive Director, Iowa Reading Association, P.O. Box 16, Ossian, IA
52161. The Iowa Reading Association and its officers want to help you, your colleagues and your students in any way we
can. After all, we know there’s nothing better than “taking a teacher to school”. We are glad you’re back in your classroom
and we know your students feel the same way. Keep in touch!

Membership Rewards
Lynette Kruger
Director of Membership and Development
During our Leadership Workshop in June, Deb Mortensen read the book We’re Going on a Book Hunt
which she quickly promoted our councils into writing a quick poem on going on a membership hunt.
Interestingly each council chose a different group to focus on for encouraging membership. Below are the
poems submitted…some anonymously!!
We’re going on a membership hunt.
We’re going to invite retired teachers
We’re gonna tap their wisdom & express our thanks
We’re gonna starta a book and wine club
And have lots of fun!!
(Zone I)
We’re going on a college hunt
We’ll get them off their chair
We’ll get them excited
To move their derrierre.
We’ll move them in person
Or via Facebook.
We’ll invite them to Midlands
So they can have a look
At what gets us excited.
We learn how we can lead
The students in our class
And inspire them to read.
(Midlands)
We’re going on a membership hunt
We’re going to invite the I.A.’s
(Instructional Assistants).
So they can find a new way
To help our students every day.
Hip, hip, hooray for our I.A.s!
(NWIRC)
We’re going on a membership hunt
Goin’ to find an ‘ministrator.
Goin’ to find a dedicated one.
Not too serious (Iowa Core)
Not too silly (blah, blah, blah)
But supports literacy.
Read, read, read.

We’re going on a membership hunt for teachers of pre-school.
They are a saintly group who think reading is really cool.
We’ll help you find great, fun stories to engage the wriggly little ones.
So, come and join the fun and be encouraged to keep on—keepin’ on!

We’re going on a membership hunt for rookies,
We want to introduce the rookies to the bookies.
Membership is free---whoopee!
You’ll get some support, so don’t abort (the
profession).
Make some connections, do some reflections.
We want you to be the center, so let us mentor!
(Eastern Iowa Reading)
We’re going on a membership hunt
We’re inviting student teachers.
Get some mentors, get some food,
Network with friends
Learn new tricks and fill your bags
With ideas and new trends.
We’re going on a membership hunt
Looking for professors.
We’ll check out UIU, NICC, and Luther, too!
Close to campus we’ll meet
And give them good food to eat.
Laugh and learn with us,
Close to your campus!
(NEIRC)

We’re going on a Member Hunt
For pre-school teachers.
We are looking for the ones
Who teach the smallest creatures.
They teach the alphabet
And they read big books.
We’d like them to join us
To just have a look.
At our Reading Meetings,
Great ideas are what we feature.
We will help them grow
As preschool teachers.
(Midlands)

We’re going on a membership hunt
To invite the librarian.
For the best books to choose from
Open, close
Open, close.
Meet new authors
Learn new titles
Partner with teachers.
Sh-sh-sh
Read-read-read.

Perhaps we can take a cue to invite someone from any one of these
groups to become a part of Iowa Reading. Share the moment!

Read, read, read.

Book Talk

By Renee Thomas
Title 1 - Middle School Instructor
Van Buren Middle School
Have you ever imagined what if? What if I had decided to travel
after high school? What if I had decided to major in art in college?
What if I had discovered a rare butterfly species? How would my life
be different? Pretty Little Mistakes by Heather McElHatton (MACKLE-hatton)
attempts to answer all those if’s. This book is an adult choose-your-own adventure, a
do-over book with one beginning and 150 endings. Your life starts as you graduate
from high school. Do you go to college with your boyfriend or take time to travel? The choice is yours.
My fascination with this book began immediately, browsing around a bookstore with my cousin Rachel,
hunting up new must-reads. The multi-colored stripes on the spine beckoned me to pick it up and bring it
home. Of course I succumbed. I started the book at the restaurant right away and lived my first life. Some
lives only allow you a few choices and you die young; other lives last decades. My cousin Rachel and I share
the book between California and Iowa, journaling about our lives. Her first life only lasted five minutes!
This book is a great read as you settle back into school hours and are stealing time to read at night. A second do-over book,
Million Little Mistakes, was recently published about winning the lottery and the choices that arise.
Heather McElHatton social media
Website http://www.prettylittlemistakes.com/Heather_McElhatton.html
Includes a link to a 90 page preview
Twitter http://twitter.com/HMcElhatton
Facebook www.facebook.com/.../Heather-McElhatton/517082534

Council Corner
By Deb Mortensen
State Coordinator

One of the pleasures of our Summer Leadership Conference is hearing all the wonderful programs
that councils are having across the state. I would be remiss if I didn’t share with you all the great
presenters and programs that are happening. This list by no means is complete, but it may spark an
interest in someone who could share their knowledge of a topic you might want to hear more about in
the future. I apologize if I have spelled someone’s name incorrectly. I am sure with a Google search or
by contacting someone on the Iowa Reading Association website www.iowareading.org , you will find
the correct spelling and further information.
The speakers mentioned were David Nieves (The Reptile Guy), Clark Goltz (who does a number of motivational programs), Mary
Beth Boelts (Cedar Falls), Deb Moyer (Pella), Julie Neal (Daily Five/CAFÉ), Nancy Wright (Glenwood), Deb Mortensen (Integrating
math and literature), Jessica Meacham (Green Bay, WI-outstanding website for early childhood), Eileen Boggess (author-bring your
students!) Tim Gallagher (Sioux City Journal) or anyone involved with newspapers, Pippa White, Trinka Hakes Noble (The Day
Jimmy’s Boa Ate the Wash), Author of Iowa From the Sky Sharon Rexroth, and the Tall Grass Authors (Cedar Rapids/ Iowa City
area).
Ideas shared for meetings/programs included offering graduate credit for meetings, asking the Public Librarian to share new books
(Have you asked him/her to join your council?) AEA personnel (Have you asked them about membership?) to talk on technology,
writing strategies or RTI, area student teacher/education students’ night, offering a mini conference with multiple speakers presenting,
potluck meetings, theme meetings, dessert meetings, a “declare and share” night discussing classroom strategies or great books and
internet “surf” night. I think the last idea would be so fun as we follow Tony Pieper’s next summer/first ever conference theme of “
Summer Vacation: Destination Literacy”. Throw in a hula hoop contest or bubble gum blowing contest and you are set!
Successful councils are those that involve members (and not just officers) in their planning. Is there a talent you could share with
others in your council? Officers are volunteers and they are busy with their lives outside the Iowa Reading Association. Offer support
(and thanks) whenever you can. Who knows? Maybe there will be a whole new list of suggestions shared next year at this time!

Honor Council
Deb Mortensen
State Coordinator
Today I had a sad experience. I went into the Ames Borders Bookstore after hearing that the bookstore chain was closing its
doors forever. What made that a sad experience? As an advocate for literacy and a person who buys books (like others buy shoes),
this was weird. People were walking around the store like they were in shock—quiet with handfuls of books. Yes, we were getting
those items at a reduced price, but at the same time we were seeing the end of something special. Yes, I’m a user of Amazon and I
own a Kindle. Yes, I use my Scholastic points on a regular basis, but there’s something about going into a bookstore and looking at
the selections yourself. There’s something for seeing the new books in print. And as a non-coffee drinker, I somehow am drawn to
the beverages at Borders.
What does all this have to do with Honor Council? Last year Iowa had two councils achieve Honor Council status. They were
Eastern Iowa and Hardy Council. Honor Council is a way to recognize those councils that are doing worthy things to benefit those
in their area through literacy supportive endeavors. With only two councils achieving this honor in our state, I felt somewhat like I
did when walking into the Borders bookstore. I am saddened by this as we have many worthy councils that are doing some
wonderful things.
I recently received an e-mail from International saying they are changing things a bit. The Intent to Participate form is no
longer necessary. All councils in good standing with IRA are encouraged to apply. The guidelines have changed to a more user
friendly format. IRA now has an Honor Council Planning Tool which assists councils with the completion of criteria. All items are
sent electronically now so you don’t have to hold on to all those “papers” as documentation. Those wishing to participate will set up
an account which enables you to update information prior to submission. The link to this application will be available after November
1, 2011.
All Honor Council items must be submitted by March 1, 2012. If you have further questions about this process, please contact the
International Reading Association at councils@reading.org
I hope your local council will consider applying for Honor Council this year. All the requirements are things that active councils
are already doing. I hope you can make this year one where your council is a winner!

Differentiated Instruction
Ann Marie Tessier

ESL Teacher
Buchanan Elementary, Davenport
Mississippi Bend Reading Council

Differentiating Reading Instruction for Second Language Learners
Classrooms across the state of Iowa have become more linguistically diverse. As schools
continue to see an increase in our English learner population, teachers need to ensure they can help
these students achieve the same content goals as their native English speaking classmates.
Differentiating instruction makes it possible for all students to achieve academic success.
Realistically, our ELs (English learners) may not be reading at grade level, so it is important to
provide different avenues to help students attain language proficiency and read fluently at their ability level.
When differentiating instruction you need to know your students. Do some research on your ELs academic history by
finding out what their literacy level is in their native language and the target language as well as other information pertinent to
guiding instruction. It is essential to know your students level of English language proficiency. The ESL teacher can provide
proficiency scores. Knowing the proficiency level helps you design your lesson activities so all students can achieve lesson
objectives. Once you know the proficiency level, you need to know what students are capable of doing at that level.
Begin your lessons by concentrating on language and content objectives. It is imperative to inform your students about
what they are learning. I find it is also useful to reiterate the objectives at the end of the lesson to help students evaluate what
they have learned. Next, you need to focus on critical vocabulary. Research shows that emphasizing key vocabulary will
maximize student learning during lessons. It is important to remember the level of English proficiency your students have.
Students with lower proficiency will need more visuals, realia (real objects), and written or oral definitions to understand the
vocabulary. Materials such as graphic organizers, visual aids, and/or manipulatives are needed to provide comprehensible input.
Adapting content to all levels of proficiency will take preparation but it must be done because we cannot expect students to
read at grade level if they are not fluent in the English language.
If you have a student with level one proficiency and your content objective is predicting, you can provide sequence cards
that have predictable pictures. The students are still predicting, but in a non-verbal way by using picture predictions. This makes
the objective attainable in a non-threatening way. Highlighting text is another useful method to help teach main idea. Main idea
is a difficult concept for students who do not have enough vocabulary to understand what they are reading. Scaffolding is
another area where differentiation is needed. Sometimes students need more modeling. If you are modeling how to use a
reading strategy, some students may need more guided practice than others. Some students may need more simplistic language.
Whichever strategy you employ needs to be based on the student’s language proficiency level.
One excellent resource for understanding student capabilities at different proficiency levels and providing instructional
strategies for each level is Differentiating Instruction and Assessment for English Language Learners: A Guide for K-12
Teachers by Shelly Fairbairn and Stephaney Jones-Vo. Making Content Comprehensible for English Learners: The SIOP Model
by Jana Echevarria, MaryEllen Vogt, and Deborah J. Short is another important resource to help design your lessons when
differentiating instruction. The SIOP (Sheltered Instructional Observation Protocol) model is what I use when differentiating
instruction for English learners.
Differentiating instruction is beneficial for all students in our classroom, but is critical to an English learner’s success.
ELs spend more time in the general education classroom than with the ESL teacher so it is imperative that our classroom
teachers differentiate instruction for ELs. It will take some time, but having a model to guide you and collaborating with your
ESL teacher will ensure academic success.
If you have English learners in your classroom, consult your ESL teacher for support. If you do not have an ESL teacher
in your building or district you should contact your Area Education Agency for assistance.

Vacation Treasures from Iowa Reading
Ed Startenburg
Studies and Research Committee Chair
My father once said that the best vacations make you eager to get back to work. Really? Is that the purpose and essence of
a vacation? Let’s just say that I’ve politely disagreed with him. But when it comes to Iowa Reading and our upcoming “summer
vacation” annual conference (June 26-27, 2012), Dad’s idea may be correct. The conference gives us the opportunity to reflect on
our work as literacy teachers as well as ways we can improve our work.
Iowa Reading also makes treasures available in the spring of each year! And what’s even better is that these treasures are
actually financial!! That’s right, money! Each spring, Iowa Reading awards 1 or 2 scholarships for $250 and 1 or 2 research grants
for $500. This support is available to active Iowa Reading members who are taking either graduate or undergraduate readingrelated courses at accredited colleges and universities. The application forms which contain a description of the requirements
accompany this article in this issue of the Iowa Reading newsletter. They’re also available on the Iowa Reading website
(www.iowareading.org) or from the committee chair, Ed Starkenburg (edwards@dordt.edu).
Interest in these scholarships and grants varies from year to year. If you or one of your colleagues is taking a readingrelated course in a graduate or undergraduate degree program, please apply for this member benefit. We will also ask you to share
your findings with the other members of Iowa Reading so we all benefit. This is a great reading-related treasure that we want you
to enjoy. But REAL treasures like literacy and scholarships/grants don’t come to those who sit around waiting. The deadline for
applications is January 20, 2012, and winners will be announced at our summer vacation in Ames. Will you be one of the winners?
**See end of newsletter for Application Forms**

State Officers

Several Iowa Reading
Association Officers attended
the International Reading
Association’s 56th Annual
Convention in Orlando, Florida,
May 8-11, 2011. The theme of
the conference was The Power
of Literacy. Pictured are
Secretary Nancy White, State
Coordinator Deb Mortensen,
President Julie Neal, and
President-Elect Tony Pieper.
Also attending the conference
were Zone E Director Lori
Vicker and Executive Director
Clark Goltz.

Book Talk

Tony Pieper
2012 Conference Chair

A Long Way from Chicago!
By Richard Peck

There is no better way to prepare for acclaimed author Richard Peck’s appearance at the 2012
Iowa Reading Association Conference on June 26, than by reading his book A Long Way from
Chicago! Originally published in 1998, this humorous and heart-felt novel received the Newbery Honor in 1999 as a distinguished
contribution to American literature for children.
A Long Way from Chicago is actually a “novel in stories” involving several week-long vacations two children, Joey and
Mary Alice Dowdel, spend with their grandmother. Told from the viewpoint of Joey, the novel opens with Joey as an adult
recalling the summers spent with his grandmother. Their vacations begin when Joey is nine years old and his sister Mary Alice is
seven. They are living in Chicago with their parents during the height of prohibition and the reign of gangsters like Al Capone and
Bugs Moran. Joey and Mary Alice’s father decides they are old enough to travel alone by train to visit their grandmother, who
they have not seen since they were very young. Grandma Dowdel lives in a small sleepy Illinois town
somewhere between Chicago and St. Louis. Joey is looking forward to the train ride, but Mary Alice is
not excited about the prospect of spending a week away from Chicago and suspects they are being “
dumped” on their grandmother so her parents can have some time alone.
In each of the book’s chapters, Joey recounts a week spent with Grandma Dowdel. During each
of the seven summers spent with Grandma Dowdel between 1929 and 1935, Joey learns that his
grandmother is quite crafty and has a wicked sense of humor. Joey describes his grandmother as a large
woman who is “tough as an old boot.” She is forced to live alone after her husband passes away and
prefers to keep to herself. She does not suffer fools gladly and believes most of the local townsfolk are
beneath her contempt. She will go to unusual lengths to outsmart anyone who crosses her and is not
beyond stretching the truth or bending the law to help those in need.
Each of these stories is told with Richard Peck’s wry wit as he creates a very memorable character in Grandma Dowdel. As
the summers pass one by one, the reader learns along with Joey and Mary Alice just how shrewd, outspoken, and unpredictable
Grandma Dowdel can be. And just like the children, the reader will have grown to love her by the last summer together. This
book will be relished by adults as well as younger readers. It is a fantastic trip through a simpler time that many adults will
remember with fondness, and children will enjoy the outrageous stories filled with colorful characters. This is a book not to be
missed and is currently available from Scholastic Books.

Special Poetry Tribute to
Barb Foss
B is for the bills that we present you. F is for the files that you’ve downloaded.
A is for how accurate you are.

O is for how organized you are.

R is for reports you forward to us.

S is how supportive you are of our association.

B is for the business you inspire.

S is how sensational you are.

Put them all together and it spells BARB FOSS
We love you and you are the very best.

International Project
Lindsey Helmers
Iowa Reading Association Past President
The Happy Hearts Fund is the new international project that Iowa Reading is sponsoring. The Happy Hearts Fund was
founded in 2005 by Petra Nemcova. She was in Thailand when the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami hit. She returned to Thailand
after recovering from her injuries to find devastation for the many families of Thailand. She wanted to find a way to help these
people, especially the children who were left parentless, and that is how Happy Hearts Fund was born.
Since that time, Happy Hearts Fund has expanded its geographic area. It is now helping people in nine countries including
the United States. They focus on helping people after a natural disaster has taken place. This could be anything from a tsunami to
a tornado or flood. They especially concentrate on the “gap period” which is the time between the disaster and the when
governments step in to give aid.
Local councils can help support this project in several ways. They could take up offerings at local meetings, be a
collection spot for classrooms that would like to contribute, or have fundraisers. The possibilities are endless.
Iowa Reading would like to know some of the creative ways you are generating money for this project. Please e-mail your
fundraising ideas to Lindsey Helmers at jlkahelmers@iowatelecom.net so that they can be included in future newsletters.

Plan Now for the 2012
Letters About Literature Contest
The LAL season is here again and information about the 2011-12 Letters About Literature program is now available on the Iowa
Center for the Book Web site www.iowacenterforthebook.org/letters
Entries must be postmarked by Friday, January 6, 2012.
LAL challenges students to become independent readers and to write a personal letter of reflection to an author whose work
somehow inspired them or changed their view of the world or themselves. Readers respond to the work they have read (fiction or
nonfiction, a short story, poem, essay or speech) by exploring the personal relationship between themselves, the author, and the
work’s characters or themes.
Once again, Iowa judges will select first, second, and third place winners plus three honorable mentions at each of the three
competition levels. Letters of Iowa first place Winners at each of the three levels will be submitted for judging at the national
level. Judges at the national level select two Winners for each of the three competition levels plus four National Honor Winners
(Honorable Mention). Prizes are given at the state and national level.
Iowa teachers and students responded enthusiastically to last year’s Letters About Literature (LAL) reading promotion program
sponsored by the Iowa Center for the Book, The Library of Congress Center for the Book in partnership with Target Stores. “We
had 440 more entries than the previous year,” said Robin Martin, Coordinator for the Iowa Center for the Book.
After participating, one middle school student wrote “We all loved writing to an author that wrote a book that touched our hearts.
It made us look deep into the world around us and the people we know.”
One Iowa teacher wrote, “Responding to literature, writer’s voice and use of language skills are part of our benchmarks and
standards. I found LAL very beneficial in that it got my students thinking and responding on a personal level.”
Martin reported that, “Last fall, eight-five Iowa teachers coached 2,253 students in grades 4-12 who entered their work into a pool of
70,000 student letters nationally. Juliana Osgood of Lenihan Intermediate School in Marshalltown made it into the final round at the
national level. Over the nine years we have participated, five students had won at the national level achieving extraordinary
recognition for themselves and their teachers.”

Continued... Letters About Literature
To sum up Iowa’s last year’s participation:
Level 1 (grades 4-6) 532 entries; 30 semi-finalists; 30 finalists; 3 honorable mentions; 3 winners
Level 2 (grades 7-8) 1,376; 19 semi-finalists; 30 finalists; 3 honorable mentions; 3 winners
Level 3 (grades 9-12) 345 entries; 21 finalists; 3 honorable mentions; 3 winners
“I am anxious to help teachers in any way that I can and ask that they feel free to contact me at any time,” Martin said. Her contact
information is:
Robin E. Martin
Coordinator, Iowa Center for the Book
coordinator@iowacenterforthebook.org

Strategy Corner

Rebecca Pashek
Member ofDallas County Reading Council
Teacher Librarian at Walnut Hills Elementary in Waukee

1. Are you looking for a creative way for your students to keep track of their individual vocabulary words? Why not have each
student keep track on their own bookmark? The bookmark should always be in the book they are reading, which will make it easy
for them to record words that they are not familiar with. Here is one example that might be helpful.
http://teacher.scholastic.com/lessonrepro/lessonplans/worldwords2.htm

2. Promoting the Iowa Children Choice Award Books? Here are some great "cheat sheets" from Ann Reynolds:
Check out the Crestview Website for Iowa Children's Choice Award:
http://web.me.com/annreynolds/Crestview_Media_Center/ICCA.html
**These documents will be at the end of the newsletter**

Bylaws, Policies, and Procedures Calendar
Nancy White
Newsletter Editor

SEPTEMBER
•Treasurer term begins even numbered years. Past treasurer is to train and mentor.
•Nominations secured by Nominations Committee for Vice-President and Secretary.
OCTOBER
•October 1 – Deadline for Local Council Grants
•October 1 – Deadline for Studies and Research Committee to contact grant recipients to present at
state conference
•Executive Board and Board of Directors Meeting
•Notify Board of Honorary Membership applications
•Treasurer books, ledgers, etc. passed on to new treasurer
•Winter newsletter deadline announced for distributing ballots for Vice-President and Secretary

NOVEMBER
•November 1 – Deadline for securing nominations for zone directors

Iowa Reading Association ESEA Title I Conference
June 26-27, 2012
Iowa State Center: Scheman Building
Iowa State University
Ames, Iowa
Conference Chair: Tony Pieper
Cell Phone : 641-750-5465
Work Phone : 641-486-5371 Ext. 205
Email: tpieper@bcluw.org
Association Use Only

Tues. or Wed.

Room :

Summer Vacation:
Destination Literacy!

Iowa Reading Association
2012 Conference

Equipment:

1. Presenter Information

4. Topic Descriptor
(Please Check)

Presentation Title
Presenter’s Name
Street Address

City

Institution/School District
Home Phone (

)

State
Work Phone (

Fax (

)

Zip
)

Email

Co-presenter Name (If applicable)

Position

Street Address_________________________City _______________ State

Zip

Institution/School District ____________________________Work Phone ( )
Home Phone (

)

Fax (

)

Email

2.Description of Session Content (75 words or less for program-continue on back)

 Brain or Classroom Research
 Comprehension Instruction
 Content Area Reading
 Common Core Curriculum
 Daily Five/CAFE
 Fluency Instruction
 Legislative Awareness
 Parental Involvement
 Phonemic Awareness
 Phonics Instruction
 Professional Development
 Reading Recovery
 Technology Integration
 Vocabulary Instruction
 Writing Strategies
 Writers’ Workshop
 Other ____________________
5. Presentation Type

(Please Check)
 Demonstration
 Discussion
 Lecture

6. Audiovisual Equipment

3. Audience (Please check all that apply)  Preschool  Elementary  Title I
 Middle School  Administration  Gifted Ed.  Special Ed.  High School

Please send completed proposals by January 1, 2012 to:
Tony Pieper
P.O. Box 122
Beaman, Iowa 50609
or E-mail: tpieper@bcluw.org

(Check those you will need)
 Elmo projector/screen
 Media cart/screen/VGA cable
(for own laptop)
 Microphone-corded*
 Overhead projector/screen*
 Slide projector/screen*
 Video projector/screen
* Included in room

The Studies and Research Committee of the Iowa Reading Association annually awards one or two $500 research grants to Iowa Reading members
who are engaged in research within the literacy field. These grants are available to active members of the Iowa Reading Association who are either
undergraduate or graduate students enrolled in reading-related courses or fields of study at accredited colleges or universities. Applications should be
submitted on the appropriate forms to the Committee Chair listed below. Final decisions are made by the Studies and Research Committee and
submitted to the Iowa Reading Association.

RESEARCH GRANT APPLICATION
Iowa Reading Association
Studies & Research Committee
Deadline: Postmarked by January 20, 2012
Name:
Address:

Day phone:

Cell phone:

E-mail:
Local Council:
Signature of Local Council Membership Chair
(Signature indicates current membership)

Title of Research Study:

Briefly describe the topic and purpose of your research:

Anticipated Timeline:

Please attach the following to your application:
1. Research Study Abstract (750 words or less)
Purpose of the Study
Research Design
Methodology
Research Questions
Statement of How Grant will be Used
Budget Justification (itemized)
Total Budget
References for works cited in abstract

2. Resume (including leadership in literacy and other fields, i.e., Student Reading Assoc.)
3. Letter of recommendation from advisor or professor at crediting institution (Request
recommendation on institutional letterhead and phone number for reference)
Mail 3 copies to:
Ed Starkenburg
Dordt College
498 4th Ave NE
Sioux Center, IA 51250
OR e-mail to: HYPERLINK "mailto:edwards@dordt.edu" edwards@dordt.edu
DUE DATE of January 20, 2012

Note: Recipients of Research Grants are expected to present their findings to the membership through a presentation at the annual conference early in
April and in an article submitted to the Iowa Reading Newsletter.

SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION
Iowa Reading Association
Studies & Research Committee
Deadline: Postmarked by January 20, 2012
Name:
Address:
Day phone:

Evening phone:

E-mail:
Local Council:
Signature of Local Council Membership Chair
(Signature indicates current membership)

Status in current program:
Name of study/course:
Study/course description: _____

Crediting Institution:
Total cost of course tuition:
Please attach the following to your application:
Rationale (100-200 words) of how reading related course work will enhance your professional growth and impact your future students
Personal/professional goals (50-100 words)
Resume (including leadership in literacy and other fields, i.e., Student Reading Assoc.)
4. Letter of recommendation from advisor or professor at crediting institution (request recommendation on institutional letterhead and phone number
for reference)
Mail 3 copies to: Ed Starkenburg, Dordt College, 498 4th Ave NE Sioux Center, IA 51250
"mailto:edwards@dordt.edu" edwards@dordt.edu
DUE DATE: January 20, 2012

Or email attachments to: HYPERLINK

ICCA 2011 – 2012 Summaries (posted on www.titlewave.com)
Masterpiece by Elise Broach
Interest Level: 5-8
Reading Level: 5.3
Notes: After Marvin, a beetle, makes a miniature drawing as an eleventh birthday gift for James, a human with whom he shares a house, the two new friends
work together to help recover a Durer drawing stolen from the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Kirkus Review (August 1, 2008)
Eleven-year-old James Terik isn't particularly appreciated in the Pompaday household. Marvin, a beetle who lives happily with his "smothering,
overinvolved relatives" behind the Pompadays' kitchen sink, has observed James closely and knows he's something special even if the boy's mother and
stepfather don't. Insect and human worlds collide when Marvin uses his front legs to draw a magnificent pen-and-ink miniature for James's birthday. James is
thrilled with his tiny new friend, but is horrified when his mother sees the beetle's drawing and instantly wants to exploit her suddenly special son's
newfound talents. The web further tangles when the Metropolitan Museum of Art enlists James to help catch a thief by forging a miniature in the style of
Renaissance artist Albrecht Dürer. Delightful intricacies of beetle life--a cottonball bed, playing horseshoes with staples and toothpicks--blend seamlessly
with the suspenseful caper as well as the sentimental story of a complicated-but-rewarding friendship that requires a great deal of frantic leg-wiggling on
Marvin's part. Murphy's charming pen-and-ink drawings populate the short chapters of this funny, winsome novel. (author's note) (Fantasy. 10-14)

NERDS: National Espionage, Rescue, and Defense Society by Buckley, Michael
Interest Level: 3-6
Reading Level: 5.3
Notes: While running a spy network from their elementary school, five unpopular misfits combine their talents and use cutting-edge gadgetry to fight evil
around the world.
School Library Journal (December 1, 2009)
Gr 5-7-An action-packed, tongue-in-cheek take on the world of superheroes and villains. Jackson Jones, 11, transitions from Mr. Popular to complete loser
in the time it takes to be fitted for braces with headgear. He soon happens upon the underground headquarters of a group of outcasts called NERDS, who,
with the help of technology "upgrades," turn weaknesses like allergies into superpowers, fighting crime in secret until the age of 18. While trying to escape,
Jackson himself is accidentally upgraded-his braces become equipped with tiny nanobytes capable of morphing into any object. Asked to join the NERDS,
Jackson quickly learns that not everyone wants him around-especially those he used to pick on. Unity must come quickly, however, to foil the evil Dr.
Jigsaw, whose mission to reunite the continents of the world will lead to massive destruction. The absurd story line humorously hits on some oft-ignored
topics-what is the difference between a goon, a henchman, a minion, and an assassin anyway? Readers will delight in these unexpected touches. The pacing
is quick and the action is plentiful-kids will almost hear the sound effects as they read. The book itself is treated as a top-secret NERDS case file, complete
with increasingly ridiculous security-clearance requirements (thumbprint, saliva sample, money). Angular, black-and-white illustrations highlight main
characters and pivotal moments. NERDS brings a worthy message to the fore-that uncool kids can grow up to be anything but. Funny, clever, and thoroughly
entertaining, this title should be popular.-Travis Jonker, Dorr Elementary School, MI Copyright 2009 Reed Business Information.

Extra Credit by Andrew Clements
Interest Level: 3-6
Reading Level: 5.2
Notes: Three young middle-school-age children, Abby, Amira, and Sadeed, exchange letters back and forth between the prairies of Illinois and the
mountains of Afghanistan and begin to bridge a gap across cultural and religious divides.
Horn Book (July/August, 2009)
Clements returns to the classroom (Frindle, rev 11/96; No Talking) with the story of star-crossed pen pals. Abby and Sadeed are continents apart, but they
forge a friendship that leaves both of them changed. Reluctant student Abby is on the verge of having to repeat sixth grade when her teacher offers her an
extra-credit project: writing letters to a student in another country. An enthusiastic rock climber living in the flatlands of Illinois, Abby chooses Afghanistan
because of its mountains. Abby puts little effort into her first letter, but when she receives thoughtful and thought-provoking replies, Abby learns more than
she expects to. On the other end, Sadeed has the best English skills in his village, but the teacher and town leaders don't approve of a boy writing to a girl;
they concoct a plan in which Sadeed dictates the letters but his little sister signs them. Proud, studious Sadeed secretly writes to Abby on his own, explaining
the ruse, and they correspond until circumstances in both countries make it impossible. A nice plot twist brings this story of international relations together.
In the end, Abby bucks up and becomes a more serious student, while Sadeed begins to question the roles of men and women in his village. Although the
ending is a little too neat, it's the kind of ending kids like, and Clements's timely story should receive high marks from middle-grade and early-middle-school
readers.

Powerless by Matthew Cody
Interest Level: 5-8
Reading Level: 5.3
Notes: Soon after moving to Noble's Green, Pennsylvania, twelve-year-old Daniel learns that his new friends have super powers that they will lose when
they turn thirteen, unless he can use his brain power to protect them.
Kirkus Review (October 15, 2009)
Resembling a Golden Age comic without the pictures, this tale pits a group of small-town children with superpowers--call them "preteen titans"--against a
shadowy menace that robs them of those powers on their 13th birthdays. Coming to town with his family to care for his dying grandma, Daniel quickly
spots his neighbor Mollie and her friends performing incredible feats. Soon he's in their confidence, as they demonstrate combinations of super-speed,
super-strength, enhanced senses and the ability to turn invisible. All of them can also hear the clock ticking, however. Gifted not with superpowers but a
sharp mind and a fondness for Sherlock Holmes stories, Daniel sets out to discover how and why his new friends, like generations of their predecessors, are
being robbed of their abilities. Where those abilities come from never enters in, but the obligatory wily supervillain does, leading to a titanic climactic
battle. Cody wears his influences on his sleeve, but has some fun with them (one lad's "power" is a super-stench) and crafts a tribute that, unlike M.T.
Anderson's Whales On Stilts (2005), is more admiring than silly. (Fantasy. 10-12)

Liberty Porter, First Daughter by Julia DeVilliers
Interest Level: 3-6
Reading Level: 3.5
Notes: On her first day at the White House, nine-year-old Liberty exuberantly explores her new home while making new friends and giving unique tours
of her own.
School Library Journal (October 1, 2009)
Gr 2-4-It's nine-year-old Liberty Porter's first official day at the White House. Her dad is being inaugurated as President of the United States and she is
beyond excited. She wants to be the best First Daughter ever. It doesn't take long, however, before she gets in trouble with the chief of staff as she blurts
out answers to questions at a press conference and disguises herself as a tour guide. Because her intentions are good-she wants to help others and make the
White House a welcoming place for everyone-she is forgiven by her parents and embraced in a "family hug." Sometimes a little over-the-top in its effort to
be cute and kidlike, the book does hit the mark for how a youngster might approach some of the overwhelming elements of living in the White House.
Though sometimes misguided, Liberty is an engaging character whose heart is in the right place. She also knows a lot of interesting presidential facts,
which she spouts throughout the book. Classy illustrations depict the child, her parents, and pets. With interest high because of the Obama First Daughters,
this chapter book will appeal to many children, including reluctant readers.-Tina Martin, Arlington Heights Memorial Library, IL Copyright 2009 Reed
Business Information.

The Gollywhopper Games by Jody Feldman
Interest Level: 5-8

Reading Level: 4.0

.Notes: Twelve-year-old Gil Goodson competes against thousands of other children at extraordinary puzzles, stunts, and more in hopes of a fresh start
for his family, which has been ostracized since his father was falsely accused of embezzling money from Golly Toy and Game Company.
Publishers Weekly (February 4, 2008)
When his father is charged with embezzlement, 12-year-old Gil Goodson becomes an outcast at school and his family sinks under a black cloud that doesn't
lift, not even after his dad is acquitted. From this somber premise, first-time novelist Feldman concocts an outlandish method by which Gil will come out
on top again-and get enough cash so his family can move. But winning the Gollywhopper Games, a contest sponsored by the toy company that fired his
father, means besting 25,000 entrants in a series of brainteasers. Gil makes it to the final 10, where two teams compete against each other. His teammates
are as obnoxious as the golden ticket holders on Charlie Bucket's famous tour, though not as imaginatively drawn, and their bickering nearly drains the fun
from the whacked-out challenges they face. Indeed, the appeal of the book lies in the puzzles, which involve unscrambling clues hidden in rhyming verses
and then tackling various stunts (obstacle courses, mazes, scavenger hunts) that get increasingly difficult as the field is winnowed. As the outcome of this
intricate, potentially interactive story is never in doubt, many kids will want to put the story on pause to try to work out each answer. Final illustrations not
seen by PW. Ages 10-14. (Feb.) Copyright 2008 Reed Business Information.

The Girl Who Could Fly by Victoria Forester
Interest Level: 3-6
Reading Level: 6.0
Notes: Piper McCloud's ability to fly sets her apart from the other kids, so her mother sends her to an exclusive school for children with exceptional
abilities, but even there she does not fit in with the other students.
Kirkus Review (June 1, 2008)
With homespun charm, Forester focuses on the extraordinary Piper McCloud, daughter of an elderly couple who worry that revealing her gift of flight will
put her in danger--with good reason. After Piper's first attempt to play baseball at a Fourth of July celebration results in a spectacular exhibit of her unique
talent, Letitia Hellion's helicopter and black sedans show up to whisk her to a special school. At I.N.S.A.N.E., the Institute of Normalcy, Stability And Non
Exceptionality, Letitia introduces Piper to classmates with equally unusual talents. The facility harbors many secrets, some unpleasant, many horrifying and
none more unusual than genius Conrad Harrington III, rejected son of a powerful politician. Plucky Piper faces nearly insurmountable odds and must keep
her innate sense of right and wrong focused through her trials. This fantasy has an air of reality, maintained by the aw-shucks flavor of the dialogue and its
determined, good-as-gold heroine. Hints of a sequel appear after the tidy ending of this X-Men-like superhero take on the world. (Fantasy. 9-12)

The Garden of Eve by K.L. Going
Interest Level: 3-6
Reading Level: 4.8
Notes: Eve gave up her belief in stories and magic after her mother's death, but a mysterious seed given her as an eleventh-birthday gift by someone she
has never met takes her and a boy who claims to be a ghost on a strange journey, to where their supposedly cursed town of Beaumont, New York,
flourishes.
Horn Book (November/December, 2007)
Still deep in mourning for her mother, who died ten months before, Evie and her father move from Michigan to rural New York. He has bought a house and
apple orchard but neglected to mention that it's beside a cemetery, and that the orchard, with its black, twisted trees, is considered by the townsfolk to be
cursed. Evie quickly makes two friends: elderly Maggie, who grew up in the house, and a mysterious boy who claims, despite Evie's skepticism, to be Alex,
a boy who died the week before and is buried in the graveyard. Strangely, Maggie's late brother has left Evie a birthday present -- a seed, which may have
come from the Garden of Eden. Evie discovers that she has her own role to play in the events that unfold, and finds too that her relationship with her father
changes as they learn how to move on with their new life together. Believably and with delicacy, Going paints a suspenseful story suffused with the
poignant questions of what it means to be alive, and what might await on the other side -- questions that neither the children nor the adults can answer with
certainty, even at the end.

Umbrella Summer by Lisa Graff
Interest Level: 3-6
Reading Level: 4.6
Subjects:
Death Fiction. Grief Fiction. Worry Fiction.
Notes: After her brother Jared dies, ten-year-old Annie worries about the hidden dangers of everything, from bug bites to bicycle riding, until she is
befriended by a new neighbor who is grieving her own loss.
Horn Book (July/August, 2009)
With the same deftness she demonstrated in The Thing About Georgie (rev. 3/07), Graff immediately engages the reader with the main character. Here's
Annie Richards, about to ride her bike to the local drug store. Elbow pads? Check. Kneepads? Check. Helmet? Check. Ace bandages? Check. She's now
ready to take the safe but more time-consuming route on her mission to buy Band-Aids. Why is Annie so fearful? The previous year her older brother, Jared,
died unexpectedly from a rare heart condition, and Annie's at a loss as to how to cope. Her mother cleans obsessively, her father hides behind newspapers
and magazines, and Annie reads about terrible illnesses and their symptoms. She's not searching for sympathy, and she certainly doesn't want any of those
"dead-brother looks," but "there was a lot of...dangerous stuff that most people didn't even think to worry about. You had to watch out for everything."
However, while Annie may be prepared, she's not healing. That healing comes slowly, helped along by understanding friends and a close-knit community of
complex, concerned (but never cloying) characters. Expect tears, but also expect to cheer for Annie's recovery as she gradually learns to honor Jared's life
and care for her own.

Baseball Great by Tim Green
Interest Level: 3-6
Reading Level: 5.6
Subjects:
Baseball Fiction. Fathers and sons Fiction. Middle schools Fiction. Drug traffic Fiction.
Notes: All twelve-year-old Josh wants to do is play baseball but when his father, a minor league pitcher, signs him up for a youth championship team,
Josh finds himself embroiled in a situation with potentially illegal consequences.
Booklist (March 15, 2009 (Vol. 105, No. 14))
Grades 6-8. Twelve-year-old Josh LeBlanc has moved a lot in his life; his father is a minor league pitcher hoping to make it to the majors. After his dad is
abruptly dumped by his Triple-A team, Josh realizes that he has a chance to stay in one town and play baseball on his school team. His father, however, has
other plans, signing Josh up for a traveling team, led by an intense and sometimes brutal coach. Josh eventually discovers that his coach’s winning formula
includes handing out steroids. With the help of Jaden, a school newspaper reporter, he manages to take a photograph of the coach receiving steroids behind a
hospital. Green delivers a fast-paced story, told in short chapters that build to the exciting climax. He also doesn’t sanitize the rough world of the locker
room, showing the intimidation that often accompanies young people’s sports. Add this to other novels that feature the temptations of steroids for young
athletes, including Carl Deuker’s Gym Candy (2007) and John Coy’s Crackback (2005).

Schooled by Gordon Korman
Interest Level: 5-8
Reading Level: 4.9
Subjects:
Middle school students Fiction. Schools Fiction.
Notes: Cap lives in isolation with his grandmother, a former hippie; but when she falls from a tree and breaks her hip, Cap is sent to a foster home where
he has his first experience in a public school.
www.amazon.com
Capricorn (Cap for short) had lived every day of his life on Garland Farm growing fruits and vegetables. He was homeschooled by Rain, the only person
he knew in the world. Life was simple for Cap. But when Rain falls out of a tree while picking plums and is hospital-ridden, he has to attend the local
middle school and live with his new guidance counselor and her irritable daughter. While Cap knew a lot about Zen Buddhism, no amount formal
education could ready him for the trials and tribulations of public middle school. Cap doesn't exactly fit in at Claverage Middle School (dubbed C
Average by the kids). He has long, ungroomed hair, wears hemp clothes, and practices Tai Chi out on the lawn. His weirdness basically makes him
biggest nerd in school. This is great news for Zach Powers, big man on campus. He can't wait to instate the age-old tradition in C-Average School: The
biggest nerd is nominated for class president--and wins. So when Cap becomes president, he is more puzzled than ever. But as Cap begins to take on
his duties, the joke starts to turn on Zach.

Melonhead by Katie Kelly
Interest Level: 3-6
Reading Level: 4.4
Subjects:
Inventors Fiction. Washington (D.C.) Fiction. Humorous stories.
Notes: In the Washington, D.C. neighborhood of Capitol Hill, Lucy Rose's friend Adam "Melonhead" Melon, a budding inventor with a knack for getting
into trouble, enters a science contest that challenges students to recycle an older invention into a new invention.
Booklist (February 15, 2009 (Vol. 105, No. 12))
Grades 3-5. Adam Melon (Melonhead) from Kelly’s Lucy Rose books begins his spin-off series, and if Lucy Rose is an older Junie B. Jones, then Adam is
a nine-year-old Stink, from the eponymous series by Megan McDonald. Adam is at that growing-up stage where possible consequences take a backseat to
enthusiasm, resulting in a lot of learning, a lot of parental bafflement, and a lot of laughs. Other than getting his leg stuck in a tree, cutting open a saturated
diaper, and scouring the kitchen for lost reptiles, Melonhead enters the school reinvention fair and trades creative rhyming phrases with his best friend, such
as Don’t be silly, Willie and You’re smart, Fart. The everyday adventures, set in Washington, D.C., and relative lack of conflict are precisely what provide
the appeal here, and readers will enjoy meeting an average kid.

The Dog Days of Charlotte Hayes by Marlane Kennedy
Interest Level: 3-6
Reading Level: 6.2
Subjects:
Family life West Virginia Fiction. Saint Bernard dog Fiction. Dogs Fiction. Moneymaking projects Fiction. Old age Fiction. Babies Fiction. West Virginia
Fiction.
Notes: Eleven-year-old Charlotte, who is not a dog person but dislikes her family's treatment of their Saint Bernard puppy, uses her determination and
sneakiness to find a good home for the gentle giant.
Booklist (February 15, 2009 (Vol. 105, No. 12))
Grades 4-7. Charlotte’s father loves a bargain. But his enthusiasms pass quickly, and 11-year-old Charlotte is the only one who remembers to give the St.
Bernard he bought food, water, and a belly rub. Charlotte is not a dog person. Beauregard deserves a better home, with a family who loves him and doesn’t
leave him outside. Determined to find him one, she works to buy the dog from her father to give to a rescue organization, earning money by helping an
elderly neighbor. This gentle, appealing story covers the better part of a school year in which Charlotte not only becomes a dog person but also discovers
that people who seem scary at first—Luanne, the silent new girl at school; the 84-year-old Petunia Parker—can become friends. The gradual change in her
family, as her baby brother grows and her mother recovers from postpartum depression, is believable, and the small-town West Virginia setting forms a
convincing backdrop. Even for certified non–dog lovers, the familiar family and friendship issues and satisfying resolution make this an agreeable read.

Savvy by Ingrid Law
Interest Level: 5-8
Reading Level: 6.0
Notes: Recounts the adventures of Mibs Beaumont, whose thirteenth birthday has revealed her "savvy"--a magical power unique to each member of her
family--just as her father is injured in a terrible accident.
Booklist starred (May 15, 2008 (Vol. 104, No. 18))
Grades 5-7. Upon turning 13, each member of the Beaumont family develops a supernatural ability, or savvy, which must then be tamed. Well aware of the
problems savvys can bring (the family had to relocate when one child had difficulty controlling his storm-producing savvy), 12-year-old Mississippi (Mibs)
awaits her birthday eagerly but with a bit of trepidation. Then Poppa is seriously injured in an accident far away, and Momma goes to his side, leaving Mibs
and the rest of the family to cope with Mibs’ 13th birthday on their own. Initially believing that her savvy is the ability to restore life, Mibs sets her course
for Poppa. Joined by her brothers and the local preacher’s kids, she sweet talks her way onto a traveling Bible salesman’s bus. On the journey, however,
Mibs realizes her savvy isn’t what she thought, which opens the way for a number of lively adventures both geographic and emotional. Law’s storytelling is
rollicking, her language imaginative, and her entire cast of whacky, yet believable characters delightful. Readers will want more from Law; her first book is
both wholly engaging and lots of fun.

Also Known as Harper by Ann Haywood Leal
Interest Level: 5-8
Reading Level: 5.1
Notes: Writing poetry helps fifth-grader Harper Lee Morgan cope with her father's absence, being evicted, and having to skip school to care for her
brother while their mother works, and things look even brighter after she befriends a mute girl and a kindly disabled woman.
Kirkus Review (April 1, 2009)
Harper Lee Morgan loves nothing more than the tingle of a new poem working itself out in her head. And all she wants is to win the poetry contest at
school. However, after her father abandons the family, Harper, her mother and her younger brother, Hemingway, get evicted from their apartment and must
finally settle themselves in an abandoned drive-in movie projector house. Harper, charged with taking care of Hem while her mother works, cannot make it
back to school in time for the contest. Luckily, she and Hem find some friends who help guide them through their transition to homelessness and who
ultimately help them into a new, albeit temporary, home. Meanwhile, Harper learns some important lessons on the meaning of home and family, and she
comes to know that, when her poetry is concerned, the right audience trumps a big crowd every time. Occasionally oversentimental, but the likable
characters, their misfortunes and especially their self-reliance will keep readers, particularly fans of the Boxcar Children and other such fare, enthralled. A
poignant debut. (Fiction. 10-14)

Everything for a Dog by Ann M. Martin
Interest Level: 3-6
Reading Level: 5.4
Subjects:
Dogs Fiction.Loneliness Fiction.Grief Fiction.Orphaned animals Fiction.
Notes: In parallel stories, Bone, an orphaned dog, finds and loses a series of homes, Molly, a family pet, helps Charlie through the grief and other aftereffects of his brother's death, and lonely Henry pleads for a dog of his own.
Booklist (June 1, 2009 (Vol. 105, No. 19))Grades 5-8.
The dog Bone, who made an appearance in Martin’s A Dog’s Life: Autobiography of a Stray (2005), gets his own narrative in this ambitious work about
pooches and the people who love them. As readers may recall, the abandoned Bone gets rescued in a mall parking lot, but that’s only the beginning of his
journey. He is given away and abandoned again before it’s over, and his sober, first-person narration provides the book’s heart and soul. Meanwhile,
separate story lines introduce us to two boys: Charlie, grieving over his dead brother with the help of his dog, and Henry, who wants a dog more than
anything in the world, despite his parents’ refusals. These plots are seemingly unrelated, and how they ultimately fit together will defy most expectations.
Plot twists, of course, are just a bonus; mostly this is a sensitive, gentle read that surrounds its occasional heartbreak with plenty of hope and warm feelings.
And the subtle “dog power” message—that these are sentient creatures not to be traded like objects—certainly doesn’t hurt.

Franny Parker by Hannah Roberts McKinnon
Interest Level: 5-8
Reading Level: 5.5
Subjects:
Family life Fiction. Wildlife rescue Fiction. Farm life Fiction. Droughts Fiction. Neighbors Fiction. Family violence Fiction. Oklahoma Fiction.
Notes: Through a hot, dry Oklahoma summer, twelve-year-old Franny tends wild animals brought by her neighbors, hears gossip during a weekly quilting
bee, befriends a new neighbor who has some big secrets, and learns to hope.
Kirkus Review (May 15, 2009)
A first-person narration recounts Franny's 13th summer, in a drought-stricken Oklahoma town. Having taken on the care of wild animals in need, she spends
much of her time in the family barn nursing baby birds, tiny mice and a broken-shelled turtle. When Lucas Dunn and his mother move in next door, it's
quickly obvious they're hiding something, and secrets aren't easy to keep in such a small town. All becomes clear when Lucas's father turns up and resumes
his abusive ways. Although she (having fallen for Lucas in a big way) and her parents reach out to the Dunns, as Franny's father says, "It's a strange thing,
offering help. Sometimes the people who need it most don't want to take it." It is clear that Franny is recollecting a summer from a few years earlier, and
McKinnon's evocative writing is often lovely, offering a more mature perspective than a young teen would have as she sums up the themes of that summer.
Believable dialogue and well-developed characters enhance this promising debut novel. (Fiction. 10-14)

Tentacles by Roland Smith
Interest Level: 3-6
Reading Level: 5.4
Subjects:
Adventure and adventurers Fiction. Giant squids Fiction. Squids Fiction. Mystery and detective stories. Mystery fiction. Adventure fiction.
Notes: After the mysterious disappearance of their parents, Marty and Grace go to live with their scientist uncle and accompany him on, what soon
becomes, an increasingly dangerous expedition to New Zealand to track a giant squid.
School Library Journal (December 1, 2009)
Gr 5-8-Since the disappearance of Marty's parents, he and his cousin Grace have lived with her father, the renowned cryptozoologist Travis Wolfe. This
sequel to Cryptid Hunters (Hyperion, 2005) begins with Wolfe mounting an expedition in search of a mythological giant squid. Marty, his friend Luther,
and Grace join the crew aboard the Coelacanth, a refitted freighter. Unknown to Wolfe, however, his archenemy Noah Blackwood is in hot pursuit,
determined to steal the gigantic creature and destroy Wolfe and his reputation. Add hatching dinosaur eggs, a manic chimpanzee, cool gadgets, a nifty
undersea nuclear submarine, ruthless villains, murder, and sabotage to the mix and you've got a high-octane page-turner that will reel readers in and keep
them riveted. Several unanswered questions suggest another sequel may be in the works, which will make Smith's fans very happy.-Jane Henriksen Baird,
Anchorage Public Library, AK Copyright 2009 Reed Business Information.

Emma-Jean Lazarus Fell Out of a Tree by Lauren Tarshis
Interest Level: 5-8
Reading Level: 5.5
Subjects:
Interpersonal relations Fiction. Problem solving Fiction. Middle schools Fiction. Schools Fiction.
Notes: A quirky and utterly logical seventh-grade girl named Emma-Jean Lazarus discovers some interesting results when she gets involved in the messy
everyday problems of her peers.
(Kirkus Review January 15, 2007) At the beginning of this incisively voiced story, Emma-Jean Lazarus, a self-possessed but socially isolated seventh-grade
girl, has no friends her own age. In fact, Tarshis’s winning heroine views her classmates as an anthropologist might, observing them with great interest, but
not really getting their strangely irrational behavior. And they, in turn, view her as simply strange. This begins to change when Emma-Jean comes across
classmate Colleen Pomerantz sobbing her heart out in the bathroom. Colleen needs help in dealing with a girl bully, or as Emma-Jean sees it, the alpha
chimp of Colleen’s social set. Emma-Jean decides that she’ll help Colleen and, later, others by utilizing the reasoning of her deceased father’s hero, the
illustrious mathematician Jules Henri Poincaré. However, emotions have a way of defying logical analysis, and after a while, Emma-Jean discovers that she
’s become entangled—not only with peers, but with friends. The comic juice in the story comes from Emma-Jean’s hyper-rational yet totally skewed take
on reality, and her evolution from analyst to actor makes for a captivating, highly satisfying read.

Smile by Raina Telgemeier
Interest Level: 3-6
Reading Level: 3.6
Subjects:
Telgemeier, Raina Cartoons and comics. Teenage girls Cartoons and comics. Youth Dental care Cartoons and comics. Self-esteem Cartoons and comics.
Beauty, Personal Cartoons and comics. Cartoons and comics.
Notes: The author relates, in graphic form, her experiences after she injured her two front teeth and had to have surgeries and wear embarrassing braces
and headgear, all while also dealing with the trials and tribulations of middle school.
Booklist (December 15, 2009 (Vol. 106, No. 8))
Grades 5-8. The dental case that Telgemeier documents in this graphic memoir was extreme: a random accident led to front tooth loss when she was 12, and
over the next several years, she suffered through surgery, implants, headgear, false teeth, and a rearrangement of her remaining incisors. Accompanying the
physical treatment came social rough spots with friends, while puberty delivered another set of curveballs with crushes, maturing bodies, and changing
family expectations and judgments. Both adults and kids—including various dental professionals and younger siblings—are vividly and rapidly portrayed,
giving quick access to the memoirist’s world. Telgemeier’s storytelling and full-color cartoony images form a story that will cheer and inspire any middleschooler dealing with orthodontia. At the same time, she shows how her early career choice as an animator took root during this difficult period—offering
yet another gentle reminder that things have turned out fine for the author and can for her reader as well.

Oggie Cooder by Sarah Weeks
Interest Level: 3-6
Reading Level: 5.1
Subjects:
Eccentrics and eccentricities Fiction. Celebrities Fiction. Ability Fiction. Self-esteem Fiction. Friendship Fiction. Schools Fiction.
(Kirkus Review January 1, 2008)
Quirky fourth-grader Oggie Cooder has a unique talent. When bored or nervous, he chews processed cheese slices into the shape of states; he calls it “
charving.” Accidentally, this cheese chewing gets him chosen for the TV show Hidden Talents. Suddenly, he is the most famous fourth-grader in
Wauwatosa, Wis. Donnica Perfecto, an ambitious classmate, becomes his manager, kids all over are imitating his odd clothing and crocheted shoelaces
and, best of all, the boys in his class invite him to play basketball and even help him improve his game. But fame has its downside. As Donnica and the
TV people attempt to change him, Oggie resists, realizing that that Hollywood is Donnica’s dream, not his. Many characters will be familiar to young
readers: the tight group of overprivileged girls, the jocks and the slightly dorky boy oblivious to sarcasm and social cues. What is refreshing is that Oggie
doesn’t have to change his nature to change his social status. Gentle humor with a satisfying message for middle-grade readers.

100 Cupboards by Nathan D Wilson
Interest Level: 3-6
Reading Level: 4.2
Subjects:
Doors Fiction. Magic Fiction. Space and time Fiction. Cousins Fiction. Family life Kansas Fiction. Kansas Fiction.
Notes: Twelve-year-old Henry York and his cousin Henrietta embark on a series of adventures after he discovers one hundred hidden portals to other
worlds in the bedroom wall of his aunt and uncle's house.
Horn Book (January/February, 2008)
When twelve-year-old Henry's parents are kidnapped, he moves to the unprepossessing town of Henry, Kansas, to live with his uncle and aunt. After the
plaster on his bedroom wall starts to crack, he discovers that behind the plaster are one hundred very different cupboard doors, which he uncovers with the
help of his cousin Henrietta. If that's not odd enough, it turns out that each cupboard opens into a very different place, not one of which is the Kansas sky.
The cousins learn that the cupboards are the keys to a series of universes, all of which can be accessed through another door in their dead grandfather's
bedroom -- and which can let intruders into their own. Wilson sets his tale in motion at a leisurely pace, developing Henry's quirky new household with
quiet pleasure. When the action does begin, it does so in a rush, catapulting Henry and Henrietta into different universes and giving a couple of visitors,
one highly sinister, entrance into Henry's. While the mechanics of this inter-universe travel are not satisfactorily explained, nor is Henry's decidedly odd
upbringing explored beyond a few hints, Henry and his family emerge as highly appealing characters whom readers will want to encounter again when
this series, for which this offering is essentially an introduction, continues.

